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Born in LA, trained in 
New York, Photographer 
Charles Osawa captures 
timeless moments 
celebrated by light. 

Charles has been trained 
as an architectural 
designer, adding 
depth to understanding 
architecture and space. 
His past experience 
includes Andy Warhol 
retrospective and Eames 
exhibition. 

Street trained and 
schooled by reknown 
photographers (Chris 
Goodney, DahLen), 
Charles’s pursuit in 
photography highlights 
multiple palettes of 
editorial imagery 
documenting space and 
time. 

email:osawacharles@mac.com
SGP: +65 8679 2489
USA:+1(818) 472 9697
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1.
ARCHITECTURAL 



Demolition Party “Destruction and Rebirth” at The Mill 
The Demolition Party was an exhibition organized by Singaporean art 
collective WeJungle. The Exhibition took place over a three weekend 
long course to support local and international artists. 

Associated artists displayed and performed according to program that 
included yoga classes and free market that attracted wide range of 
visitors. 

The event took place at 
The Mill, a corporate 
lifestyle design 
office which was to be 
demolished for future 
planning. WeJungle 
initiative and local 
collaborators took this 
oppurtunity to produce 
an exhibition party 
festival that continued 
for three weekends.



The space were given to public events otherwise opened as exhibition 
themed around “destruction and rebirth”. 



Exterior walls were given to 
graffiti artists that painted 

without restrictions.



Demolition Party at The Mill 

Performance art, graffiti, video 
projection and all various forms 
of arts were presented under one 
roof. 







Designed by Bambook Studios, Gerupuk Villa acts as a destination for 
high end travellers in Lombok, Indonesia. The villa is designed with 
low carbon-dioxide footprint materials and presents care towards the 
environment.

Gerupuk Villa, Gerupuk, Indonesia





The cantelevered 
staircase adds 
unique character 
to this eco villa 
intended for 
large families.



Designed by architect Paula Huerta, Sasak House is a twin residential 
resort located on top of the hill. Bravo childrens, you can climb on 
top of that house and read books under the roof. 

Sasak House, Gerupuk, Indonesia





The bamboo structure is 
made sturdy to withstand 
the strong wind that runs 
through the region.





Life is Beautiful is a bar/
restaurant that features 
mutiple facades of dining 
styles in one space. The 
rear of the restaurant caters 
a more solicit lounge like 
experience, while dining space 
is set all tidy. 

Life is Beautiful, Singapore



The design was raw 
and bare, with open 
kitchen that kept 
nothing hidden.  



Life is Beautiful, Singapore



Simplicity adorned the space while 
sound system and Dj Booth allowed 
nightly club events to take place. 





Afterglow is a china town natural 
dining hub catering exotic health 
products. The dining experience is 
flaunted by floating plants and 
locally made products that are always 
on sale.

Afterglow, Singapore



Owned and operated by husband and wife couple, Afterglow was 
designed and crafted by the owners themselves.  



Ddesigned by Gallagher and Assoc., Sun 
Yet Sen Heritage Museum conserves the 
history of Singaporean clan. Arts and 
artifacts are adorned and curated to 
fill the space. 

Sun Yat Sen Heritage Museum, Singapore





POCARI SWEAT 

2.
POCARI SWEAT 



These shots were used by concession brand Pocari Sweat, for their 
facebook campaign featuring young photographers. The campaign was 
featured on facebook page of Pocari Sweat as part of their monthly 
photography feed. 

Pocari Sweat facebook campaign, Singapore





The bunny was used to present and 
guide Singapore, as if it were a 
tour guide. 
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3.
OTHER





Photography captures memory. Memory 
captures emotion. 

These photographs are non-commissioned 
shots of memory our city holds. 








